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Abstract 

The advancements in wireless communication technologies have enabled unprecedented pervasiveness and 

ubiquity of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). Such technologies can now empower true Systemsof-Systems, which 

cooperate to achieve more complex and efficient functionalities. However, for CPS applications to become a 
reality, safety and security must be guaranteed, particularly in critical systems, since they rely on open 

communication systems prone to intentional and non-intentional interferences. We propose designing a Wireless 
Safety and Security Layer (WSSL) architecture to be implemented in critical CPS applications to address these 

issues. WSSL increases the reliability of these critical communications by enabling the detection of 
communication errors. Furthermore, it increases the CPS security using a message signature process that 

uniquely identifies the sender. So, we present the WSSL architecture and its implementation over an MQTT 
protocol. We prove that WSSL does not significantly increase the system transmission costs and demonstrate its 

capability to ensure safety and security, allowing it to be used in any general or critical CPS. 
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ABSTRACT

The advancements inwireless communication technologies have en-

abled unprecedented pervasiveness and ubiquity of Cyber-Physical

Systems (CPS). Such technologies can now empower true Systems-

of-Systems, which cooperate to achieve more complex and e�cient

functionalities. However, for CPS applications to become a real-

ity, safety and security must be guaranteed, particularly in critical

systems, since they rely on open communication systems prone to

intentional and non-intentional interferences. We propose design-

ing a Wireless Safety and Security Layer (WSSL) architecture to be

implemented in critical CPS applications to address these issues.

WSSL increases the reliability of these critical communications by

enabling the detection of communication errors. Furthermore, it

increases the CPS security using a message signature process that

uniquely identi�es the sender. So, we present the WSSL architec-

ture and its implementation over an MQTT protocol. We prove

that WSSL does not signi�cantly increase the system transmission

costs and demonstrate its capability to ensure safety and security,

allowing it to be used in any general or critical CPS.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computer systems organization→ Reliability; • Networks

→ Cyber-physical networks; Error detection and error cor-

rection; Security protocols.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), whether cooperative or not, are

mainly subject to malicious agents. Furthermore, their implementa-

tion based on devices from di�erent manufacturers allows security

�aws [8]. Accordingly, EN 50159 proposes an end-to-end safety ap-

proach using the black channel principle [11]. In this approach [22],

safe applications are implemented over a non-secure transmission

system with non-certi�ed network communication. Therefore, the

transmission system is considered unsafe, and safety and security

mechanisms are implemented as separate layers in each end node

in the communication.

Several studies have been performed on the safety and security

of CPS devices and how often they in�uence each other [6, 15, 25].

Still, only a few address both of them in a practical way. According

to [17], between sixty-eight analyzed methods for cyber-security

and safety co-engineering, less than half are aware of security and

safety standards or even include information on the validation of the

method they propose. The authors also state that the applicability

to di�erent application domains is usually not demonstrated in

most reviewed methods, and several important issues remain open.

On the other hand, just a few studies comprise safety. Usually,

they are focused on a theoretical approach [4], like surveys analyz-

ing existing methods [13] or suggesting the importance of safety in

CPS devices [3]. On the other hand, some complex systems are be-

ing developed: a risk assessment framework focused on quick and

guided feedback about safety and security [2], or a cyber-physical

system analytical framework [23], where, despite their importance,

neither of them provide operational tools.

Safety standards like the IEC 61508 de�ne several aspects and

models to increase systems safety but still need to advance to

real applications [19]. Furthermore, most of the works encompass-

ing safety are closed in a speci�c application �eld, which reduces

their applicability to general CPS, like EURORADIO [7, 16], Wire-

lessHART [1], ISO 26262 and SAE J3061 [20]. Unfortunately, such

complex solutions related to CPS are not easily portable to other sce-

narios. Thus, current safety measures are inadequate and intrusive,

and many research proposals still need to be practical and cost-

e�ective. Consequently, integrating safety and security remains a

challenge of great importance.

In this work, we present a modular Wireless Safety and Security

Layer (WSSL) architecture, establishing a safe way to exchange

information in CPS. The proposed WSSL does not rely on standard
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transmission systems such as gateways and protocols, applying to

a wide range of applications that demand secure transmissions and

safe applications, including simulated [12] and real environments

[10]. Moreover, although some defenses involve verifying the ori-

gin and destination of the messages sent, WSSL is agnostic to the

message contents or application payload, guaranteeing the data’s

trust and privacy. In addition, its implementation is independent,

as much as possible, of the communication stack used. Thus, the

contributions of this work can be divided into three main aspects:

• Demonstrate the architecture of WSSL, introducing its con-

cept and agnostic model, based on a black channel modeling,

for communication in insecure media.

• Evaluate the implementation of WSSL using MQTT as the

communication protocol between two devices, numerically

analyzing the impact of its use on the data network.

• Demonstrate the ability of WSSL to detect attack actions on

the CPS, monitor network problems, and report them to the

application, increasing the application’s security and safety.

This paper is divided as follows. Section 2 presents the WSSL

de�nition. The WSSL architecture is explained in Section 3, while

the WSSL protocols and a deeper view of the system, including

how the sender and the receiver work, are described in Section 4.

In Section 5, evaluation tests and their results are demonstrated for

di�erent use cases of WSSL. Finally, conclusions and future works

are presented in Section 6.

2 WSSL DEFINITION

The proposed WSSL consists of an additional layer to the adopted

communication system, implementing a detection process for rele-

vant communication issues, establishing a safe and secure connec-

tion between each WSSL end-point, and providing an extra level

of con�dence to the CPS devices. Its use seeks to increase trust

between the sender and receiver since communication failures or

malicious interactions can have critical consequences. It can be

used in open communication systems, where transmissions is un-

safe. The implementation is agnostic to the used communication

protocols, thus being generically applicable to many use-cases, as

illustrated in Fig. 1.

CPS
Applications

Wireless
Environment

Network
Protocols

Network
Protocols

CPS
Applications

Regular implementation

WSSL implementation

CPS
Applications

Network
Protocols

Network
Protocols

CPS
ApplicationsWSSL WSSL

Figure 1: Basic implementation of WSSL

The primary function of the WSSL proposed in this work is the

detection of communication issues between CPS devices, whether

or not caused by malicious agents. These issues can bemessage

repetition, packet loss, or inter-message delay. By de�nition,

we assume this to be the safety layer of WSSL. In addition, WSSL

implements a message signing model, ensuring increased communi-

cation security by allowing the receiver to con�rm that the received

message comes from the correct sender. This signature model guar-

antees the integrity of the received messages, discarding those with

data loss.

Considering the diversity of CPS devices, WSSL was developed

as a static library compiled in C++. It can be attached to most sys-

tems on speci�c hardware or as part of the original system. Thus,

its implementation cost is minimal, and its bene�ts signi�cant, al-

lowing its application in low-cost or high-performance systems.

Although it detects the conditions and problems of the communi-

cations network, WSSL does not alter the operation of the device

it was implemented in, informing the application about the detec-

tion of the event so that the device can handle it. In this model,

WSSL works between two end nodes, de�ned as Sender Device (SD)

and Receiver Device (RD). Both SD and RD should instantiate the

WSSL library, de�ning aēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ and aēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ . So,

the RD receives data from a �nite number of SD’s, depending on

the processing capability, and can also be an SD to other devices.

The general �ow of the WSSL architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2.

msg (string)
id_dest (string)
id_sender (string)
Struct Sender

init_wssl_send()

wssl_send_msg()

entity_safety_send()

Application
Sender

entity_security_send()

wssl_msg (string)
id_sender (string)
Struct Sender

msg (string)
id_dest (string)
id_sender (string)
Struct Sender

msg (string)
id_dest (string)
Struct Sender

Application
Receiver

wssl_msg
(string)

wssl_msg
(string)

init_wssl_rcv()

wssl_rcv_msg()

entity_security_rcv()

entity_safety_rcv()

wssl_msg (string)
id_sender (string)
Struct Receiver

wssl_msg (string)
id_sender (string)
Struct Receiver

Struct
Receiver

YesSecurity
Error?

No
plain_text (string)
id_sender (string)
rcv_TimeStamp (long int)
Struct Receiver

wssl_msg (string)
id_sender (string)
Struct Receiver

Struct
Sender

Figure 2: General �ow of the WSSL Library

WSSL library implementation codes are open-source and are

available on GitHub repository [5].

3 WSSL ARCHITECTURE

Safety and security mechanisms are implemented as separate layers

in each communication end node, and each di�ers depending on the

side (SD or RD). The SDmust provide themessage content (ģĩĝ), the

ĎĀ_ąĀ , and the ďĀ_ąĀ to theēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ . Conversely, the RD

must provide the signed message (ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ) and the ďĀ_ąĀ to

retrieve the data from theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ . Both sides must create a

memory table object to store the message information in the WSSL.

This memory table object contains information that can be ac-

cessed in the application by both SD and RD, including: the last

message of each sender, their timestamp, sequence number, com-

munication status, and inter-message delay.

After receiving the data from the SD, theēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ safety

layer adds the safety entities (sequence number and timestamp) to
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theģĩĝ, de�ning a ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ. Then, the ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ is transmitted to

theēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ security layer that signs it, adding information

about the key and the message size, returning a ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ to

the application in the SD. In the proposed architecture, the SD is

responsible for sending the ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ as an ordinary message.

This way,WSSL does not interfere with the device’s communication

protocol.

The RD application receives the ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ. It is important to

notice that, without the WSSL in the SD, it is impossible to modify

the data from the ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ without being detected, guaranteeing

message integrity and increasing the system’s security. So, the SD

application calls theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ with the ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ. To check

the data signature, theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ security layer veri�es the

signature key, and if the SD identity is valid, it removes the signature

and gets the ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ. Finally, theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ safety layer

gets the sequence number and timestamp from the ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ. It

returnsģĩĝ to the application, together with the safety information,

indicating the inter-message delay and the network status.

After retrieving the safety data from the ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ, the

ēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ analyses the network message issues from the se-

quence number and timestamp data received from the SD. The

sequence number indicates the following message states: VALID,

OUT-OF-ORDER, DUPLICATED, or LOST. Finally, the timestamp

is used to calculate the inter-message delay and delay between the

sender and receiver. These delays are calculated if the message

is not out-of-order or a duplication. If the delay value exceeds a

threshold, theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ will warn the application.

4 WSSL COMPONENTS

WSSL is divided in the Sender and the Receiver sides. Each side has

a security and a safety entity function responsible for implementing

the WSSL itself, and its own packet format: Struct Sender, in case of

theēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ , or Struct Receiver, in case of theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ .

These structures represent the information stored inside the ob-

ject tables, such as data, timestamp, sequence number, ďĀ_ąĀ or

ĎĀ_ąĀ , inter-message delays, and message status, and retain the

information about the last message sent to an RD or received from

an SD.

4.1 WSSL Sender

The SD application calls theēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ , through the function

init_wssl_send, passing the objects:ģĩĝ, ďĀ_ąĀ , ĎĀ_ąĀ , and the

Struct Sender. First, theģĩĝ passes through the safety function, en-

tity_safety_send, where the safety features are added. Then, the

ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ, the ĎĀ_ąĀ , and the Struct Sender are passed to the

security function, entity_security_send. Finally, the ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ is

signed and stored inside the Struct Sender to be returned to the

ēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ application. The ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ is a concatenated string

with the following format:

Time Stamp / Message data / Sequence Number

4.1.1 WSSL Sender Entity for Safety. The safety entity adds a times-

tamp and a sequence number to theģĩĝ, creating and updating the

ēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ ’s table. In addition, it returns the Struct Sender to

be used in the security entity. The timestamp in microseconds is

obtained using C++ Chrono library, a �exible collection of types

that track time with varying degrees of precision.

The Struct Sender indexes the sent data with the ĎĀ_ąĀ . In this

architecture, the last sent message ID is compared with the last

received one. This strategy creates a virtual connection between

the SD and the RD while the messages are exchanged. A watchdog

constantly checks old connections and drops them after a threshold.

Thus, when a message for an RD is received in theēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ ,

the Safety entity checks the Struct Sender and, if there is no con-

nection (previous messages), it creates a new position. Otherwise,

if there is a live connection with this RD, the Safety entity will

retrieve the timestamp and sequence number from the previous

message. It will update the message data, increment the sequence

number, and store this information in the structure, waiting for the

next message. Finally, the Struct Sender is returned to be used in

theēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ ’s security entity, containing the ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ.

4.1.2 WSSL Sender Entity for Security. ēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ ’s security

entity, entity_security_send, adds a signature to the message re-

ceived from the safety entity. Each side of the communication has

its own public/private key pair. In this work, we assume the public

keys were safely exchanged between the identities using a safe

connection, using the protocol described in [18]. These keys are

used to sign and remove the message signatures, ensuring mes-

sage integrity and authenticity. The method sign adds the signa-

ture to the ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ, creating the ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ. This method works

with messages of any size since it receives a pointer object and

size (strSize). This strategy increases the system’s �exibility due

to the non-necessity of padding [14]. In the same way, as the

ēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ will need the message size, the Security Entity adds

to the ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ the ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ size (fullSize) and the ďĀ_ąĀ . Fi-

nally, the message appended with this information is stored in the

structure, which is returned to the application.

4.2 WSSL Receiver

The RD application calls theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ , through the func-

tion init_wssl_rcv, passing the objects ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ, ďĀ_ąĀ , and the

Struct Receiver. First, the ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ passes through the security

function, entity_security_rcv, where the signature is removed, and

if the ďĀ_ąĀ and the signature are correct, the ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ is recov-

ered. Otherwise, if the security does not succeed in removing the

signature, it returns to the application without executing the safety

entity.

Assuming the security succeeded, the ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ is passed to

the safety function, entity_safety_rcv, where theģĩĝ is separated

from the timestamp and the sequence number and retrieved to the

ēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ application.

4.2.1 WSSL Receiver Entity for Security. ēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ ’s security

entity, entity_security_rcv, is responsible for removing the signature

from the received ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ. The signature has a �xed 64-byte

size, and fullSize is obtained from the data appended by the sender

to the ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ. Afterward, the method verifySignature is used

to remove the signature. This method veri�es if the ďĀ_ąĀ is cor-

rect and, if everything is veracious, uses this ID to remove the

signature from the ĩğĝĤěĚ_ģĩĝ. At last, the ĩėĜ ě_ģĩĝ is retrieved

and returned to be used in theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ ’s safety entity. The

ēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ ’s security general �ow is shown in Fig. 3.
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Receiver Application
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Figure 3: WSSL Receiver’s security

4.2.2 WSSL Receiver Entity for Safety. ēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ ’s safety en-

tity, entity_safety_rcv, has a few di�erent functionalities compared

toēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ ’s safety, whereas it is necessary to make some

treatment related to the message’s integrity (illustrated in Fig. 4).

These di�erences are in the check conditions, where each received

message is designated with a status related to the sequence number

and inter-message delay. The data inside the table is organized in

the following format:

Timestamp / Msg. data / Seq. Number / Status / delay

entity_safety_rcv( )

get_timeStamp()
Time Stamp (long int)

Table is
empty?Yes
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of the table
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destination ID
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Figure 4: WSSL Receiver’s safety

The inter-message delay, delay_snd, represents the time delay

between the last two received messages. The delay_snd is quanti�ed

when the table is not empty, and the ďĀ_ąĀ is equal to any ID

inside the table; Otherwise, the delay is set to zero. This delay

is calculated by subtracting the ģĩĝ timestamp from the virtual

connection timestamp with the same ďĀ_ąĀ .

When the delay value is bigger than a de�ned threshold, a warn-

ing is generated for the application, but the status of the message

is not changed. In this way, WSSL leaves the decision to the task

to use or not the message. Similarly to theēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ ’s safety

entity, when a message is received in theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ , if there

is no connection inside the table, the safety entity creates a new

position, �lling it with the retrieved data.

As it happens with the delay_snd, the sequence number is

checked depending on the table status. If the table is empty or

it is the �rst connection with the corresponding ďĀ_ąĀ , the only

status checked is LOST. Alternatively, if the table has live connec-

tions, the sequence number is checked for all the cases introduced

in section 3. Also, only the last message of each ďĀ_ąĀ is stored

inside the table.

If the ĎĀ_ąĀ is di�erent from the existing IDs and there is no

DUPLICATED or OUT-OF-ORDER message status, a new connec-

tion is created inside the table, and a new delay is calculated. A

VALID status occurs if the delay is not bigger than the threshold

and the di�erence between the received sequence number and the

last sequence number equals 1. A DUPLICATED status is set when

the di�erence between the sequence numbers equals 0. An OUT-OF-

ORDER status is de�ned when the di�erence between the sequence

numbers is less than zero (0). Last, LOST status happens when the

di�erence between the sequence numbers is bigger than 1. Each

message status generates a unique table event, which is returned

to theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ application.

5 EVALUATION

Since this work is developed for Critical Systems, it is important to

evaluate the WSSL’s e�ciency, calculate its implementation costs,

and show its ability of detecting errors. For testing purposes, Mes-

sage Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) messaging protocol was

chosen to be implemented over the Transport Layer [21], with the

Mosquitto Broker. Using MQTT, the publisher must be con�gured

as theēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ and the subscriber as theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ .

5.1 Generating Errors

For evaluation of the WSSL’s e�ciency, some errors were forced

into the library. BecauseēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ must not fail when treat-

ing and verifying the integrity of the message, in this step of the

evaluation, we deliberately sabotaged the message to verify the

correct operation of the WSSL.

During the tests, we sent twenty messages with the same ďĀ_ąĀ ;

within these messages, some samples were chosen to be purposely

sabotaged. The delay threshold was considered ten milliseconds,

and the following six types of security errors were tested (see Fig.

5):

• (A) Invalid signature (Security error) at message 2;

• (B) Invalid ďĀ_ąĀ (Security error) at message 4;

• (C) Inter-message delay bigger than the threshold (status =

4) at message 6;

• (D) DUPLICATED (status = 1) at message 8;

• (E) OUT-OF-ORDER (status = 2) at message 9;

• (F) LOST (status = 3) at message 15.
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Figure 5: Log �le of generated errors

Notice that the statuses are WSSL’s method for notifying the

application about the problem, so handling the error must be the

application’s responsibility. Also, the statuses related to the delay

are analyzed separately byēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ . When it arises simulta-

neously with the other warnings, it generates two di�erent prints

for the same message, which is the case of messages 6 and 12. Con-

versely, when the message is sent twice, it ends with DUPLICATED

status, which is visible in message 8.

Finally, each error can consequently trigger other errors. For

instance, it can be noticed in messages 3 and 5 once Security invali-

dated messages 2 and 4. Also, message 12 took too long to arrive

because the previous messages were out of order and were not

being saved into theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ table.

The analysis of Fig. 5 demonstrates the ability of the WSSL to

detect all possible attacks, caused or not by malicious agents, on the

receiving device. Furthermore, it has proven capable of detecting

and informing the application about network threats arising from

these attacks or even network congestion.

5.2 WSSL Network Cost

WSSL involves time-critical messages and has to ful�ll real-time

constraints. Besides, it aims to be lightweight and interfere as little

as possible in the system. Therefore, the time to send all messages,

the time to receive all messages, and the inter-message delay must

be evaluated.

For evaluation tests, a laboratory setup was put together using

two desktops with an Intel Pentium CPU G645 2.90 GHz processor

and 4 GB of memory RAM running Ubuntu version 20.04.

Ten thousand messages were sent at approximately 333 Hz. This

frequency was the lowest frequency possible using the MQTT pro-

tocol when aiming for zero lost messages in the RD. Although, even

with this limitation, this frequency is su�cient to represent the

behavior of hard real-time systems, such as automotive [9] and

aerial applications [24]. The sending time is considered the total

time theēďďĈ_ďěĤĚěĨ takes to send all messages, and the total

receiving time is the total time theēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ takes to receive

all messages. Both are calculated by subtracting the timestamp of

the �rst message from the last message being sent (or received).

The tests for both scenarios were repeated ten times for each of

the following cases, as presented in Table 1:

• Using the WSSL entities (Safety and Security) together;

• Using only the safety entity;

• Using only the security entity;

• Using only MQTT without the WSSL;

Table 1: Sending and receiving time when adding WSSL into

the communication between devices taking MQTT as a refer-

ence.

MQTT Safety Security Safe. and Sec.

Tests

Sent

time

(ms)

Rcpt.

time

(ms)

Sent

time

(ms)

Rcpt.

time

(ms)

Sent

time

(ms)

Rcpt.

time

(ms)

Sent

time

(ms)

Rcpt.

time

(ms)

T1 32160 32160 +223 +223 +3317 +3317 +3456 +3456

T2 32175 32175 +231 +232 +3295 +3295 +3472 +3472

T3 32158 32158 +234 +234 +3309 +3309 +3497 +3497

T4 32170 32170 +231 +231 +3373 +3373 +3488 +3489

T5 32167 32167 +214 +214 +3256 +3256 +3400 +3400

T6 32171 32171 +230 +231 +3319 +3319 +3450 +3450

T7 32179 32179 +218 +218 +3323 +3323 +3423 +3422

T8 32183 32183 +208 +208 +3316 +3317 +3486 +3486

T9 32178 32178 +228 +235 +3337 +3337 +3425 +3425

T10 32167 32167 +217 +217 +3342 +3342 +3466 +3466

Avg 32171 32171 +223 +224 +3319 +3319 +3456 +3456

The WSSL’s ability to detect excessive delay was also evaluated.

The purpose is to show that the WSSL will alert the application if it

exceeds the de�ned delay threshold. The excessive delay detection

accuracy was tested by sending 100 messages at the same frequency

and thresholds as before. The messages multiples of eleven were

delayed by 11 ms, so it would be possible to simulate an inter-

message delay inēďďĈ_ĎěęěğĬěĨ . The results are plotted in Fig.

6.

Figure 6: WSSL’s delay detection

Implementing the WSSL over a commonly used protocol for IoT

applications such as MQTT reinforces its �exible character for other

protocols and possible use in other conditions. In this sense, the

results obtained by sending a large packet of sequential messages

without a signi�cant increase in communication delay show the

viability of its application based on the architecture proposed in

this work.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the architecture and the implementation of a

Wireless Safety and Security Layer (WSSL) to improve the appli-

cability of CPS devices by covering the main measures to detect
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possible faults and threads or keeping the error probability un-

der a speci�c limit. WSSL aims to �ll the necessity of practical

applications related to Critical CPS devices and mitigate problems

that must be urgently addressed in unsecured and unsafe wireless

communication systems.

Future research must focus on the enhancement of the safety

and security layers. For example, a cryptography method could

improve the security layer, increasing the WSSL dependability. In

addition, the safety layer methods used for hazard identi�cation

may be tested in di�erent environments, not only in simulators but

in real applications, for instance, CPS applications implemented in

aerial vehicles, cars, residential automation, and others.
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